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Galerist Tepebaşı will be hosting young contemporary 

artist Ayça Telgeren’s first solo show ‘Skin Diving’ 

between April 7 – May 7.  

In the exhibition, artist’s huge sized works made with 

colored papers using the ‘cut out’ techique will be 

displayed for the first time. With the idea that the most 

interesting, free and promising thing that survives the 

worldly chaos is dreaming and imagining; through sleep she rebuilds an imaginary alternative universe 

that is not connected to reality, where despair and unhappiness caused by all kinds of discrimination, 

anger, and conflict reigns.  

As the conscience is turned off, the state of becoming independent from all the boundaries, covers and 

shells of the body and being able to construct a reality for oneself, sleeping is one of the keystones of 

the imaginary universe created by the artist. The Imaginary characters of this utopic universe are 

imaginary, rogue and innocent, just like the words of the artist’s own figural language… 

In this universe, an army of characters piled and leaned together, having their own independent dreams 

is placed inside an imaginary scenery. The works consist of thousands of pieces of colored papers cut 

out and pasted together. The forms filled with obsessive details made by Telgeren, who claims that she 

uses papers as paint and pencils, turn into fluid shapes that look like isometric maps of dreams.  

 

About the Artist:  

Ayça Telgeren was born in 1975 in Kocaeli. She had her undergraduate and graduate degrees in Mimar 

Sinan University of Fine Arts. In 2009 she founded “216 Space for Ideas and Production” with 10 of her 

friends and organized many exhibitions. Her works were displayed in a group exhibition in Washington 

called ‘A Dream… but not Yours: Comtemporary Art from Turkey”. She lives and works in Istanbul.  
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